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Phrasal Verbs
:: Answers

This post gives the meaning and usage of the most common phrasal verbs using 
the word “put.” “Put on” means “to begin to wear” or “to perform,” “Put off” means 
“to postpone or delay,” “Put up” means “to elevate something,” “to provide 
someone with a place to sleep” or “to tolerate.” “Put out” means “to inconvenience” 
or “to display,” “put back” means “to return something to its original place” and 
“put away” means “guardar.”  

Fill in the blank:

1. I want you to put __________ your toys.

2. I will not put ____________ your attitude.

3. Put the candy___________ on the shelf.

4. If I had not put ___________doing my chores, I would have had time to play.

5. The actors put __________ a wonderful performance.

6. Put _________ the clothes where everyone can see them.

1. candies - doces

2. clothing - vestuário

3. delay - atrasar

4. postpone - adiar

5. meanings - significados

6. display - expor, exibir

7. guests - convidados

8. provide - fornecer

9. commonly - normalmente

10. inconvenience - incomodo

11. ______________________

12. ______________________

1. away 2. up 3. back 4. off 5. on 6. out
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This post examines the difference between the words “wood” and “would.” 
Although they are pronounced the same, “wood” is a noun meaning “madeira.
”or “floresta” in some cases, while “would” is a verb that can be used to convey 
repetition in the past, a condition, or it can be used as the past tense of “will.” 
This post also gives examples of each instance in which the words are used.

Fill in the blanks:

1. As your president, I ______________ keep all my promises.

2. Put some ______________ on the fire.

3. If I were you, I ______________ pay attention.

4. Take some food with you in case you get lost in the ______________.

5. When I was sick, I ______________ stay in bed all day.
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1. would   2. wood   3. would   4. wood   5. would
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This post gives an explanation of what the word “toilet” means in different English 
speaking cultures. In countries such as England, “toilet” means “banheiro” or 
“lavatório.” In countries such as the United States, “toilet” means “vaso sanitário.” 
This post also gives examples of how the word “toilet” is used in each context.

1. countries   2. confusion   3. toilet   4. bathroom   5. place

give rise to
embarrassing

devote

entire
by the people

both

causar
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ambos

1. países

2. confusão

3. lavatório (Inglaterra)

4. lavatório (Estados Unidos)

5. lugar
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This post shows how the word “date” can be used as a verb meaning “datar” or 
“namorar.” It can also be used as a noun meaning “encontro”, “data”, or “tâmara.” 
This post also shows how each word is used.

Find out the correct definition of “date” in each sentence:

1. What is the date three weeks from today?

2. He ate too many dates and got a stomach ache.

3. Will you go out on a date with me?

4. You are the first girl I have dated.

5. This letter dates back to the 17th century.

noun
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employing

usage
method
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uso
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namorar          encontro          data          datar          tâmara

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

1. data   2. tâmara   3. encontro   4. namorar   5. datar 
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This post examines the words “whole” and “hole” and shows how they have 
different meanings even though they sound the same. “Hole” means “buraco” 
while “whole” means “inteiro” or “completo.” 

Fill in the blank with the correct word:

1. He dug a _________ in the backyard.

2. I can’t believe I ate the __________ cake.

3. If you put a ___________ in this new shirt, I will be very mad at you.

4. I’m glad you came back; now our family is ___________ again.
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This post explains how the word “google” evolved from a noun meaning “a number 
1 with one-hundred 0’s behind it” to a search engine, and finally as a verb meaning 
“to use Google to find things on the internet.” This post also shows how the word is 
used as a noun and a verb. 
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3. procura, procurar
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1. Google   2.  number   3. search   4. engine   5. research   6. find
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